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Respect, Responsibility, and Renewal: The 
Foundations of Anishinaabe Treaty Making 
with the United States and Canada

HEIDI KIIWETINEPINESIIK STARK

THE WOMAN WHO MARRIED A BEAVER: ANISHINAABE 
CONCEPTIONS OF TREATY MAKING

In 1904, Kagige pinasi, a Fort Williams Anishinaabe, recounted the story of 
The Woman Who Married a Beaver to Mesquaki anthropologist William Jones.1 
In this story, a young girl blackened her face and went to fast.2 After a while a 
being approached her and asked her to come live with him. She agreed and 
eventually married him. The being was very rich and had many impressive 
things; therefore, the young woman was never in need. In time, they had four 
children and continued to live without want. The family was always well fed 
and clothed. Jones recorded:

Now and then by a person were they visited; then they would go to 
where the person lived, whereupon the people would then slay the 
beavers, yet they really did not kill them; but back home would they 
come again. Now the woman never went to where the people lived; 
she was forbidden by her husband. That was the time when very 
numerous were the beavers, and the beavers were very fond of the 
people; in the same way as people are when visiting one another, so 
were (the beavers) in their mental attitude toward the people. Even 
though they were slain by (the people), yet they really were not dead. 
They were very fond of the tobacco that was given them by the people; 
at times they were also given clothing by the people.3
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Her children and husband would often go to the homes of the Anishinaabe, 
but they always returned.4 They brought back many gifts such as kettles, 
plates, knives, and tobacco, the very things used by the Anishinaabe when they 
ate beavers. Her husband told her that he and their children greatly loved the 
Anishinaabe and always enjoyed visiting them. She never left her home but 
heard these many things from her husband. Instead, she always remained, 
tidying their home. Then one day she realized that she was in a beaver lodge. 
She then knew she had married a beaver.

Eventually, the woman’s husband passed away, and she returned to her 
own people. She lived many years and often told the story of what happened 
when she was married to a beaver.

 And she was wont to say: “Never speak you ill of a beaver! Should 
you speak ill of (a beaver), you will not (be able to) kill one.”
 Therefore such was what the people always did; they never spoke 
ill of the beavers, especially when they intended hunting them. Such 
was what the people truly know. If any one regards a beaver with too 
much contempt, speaking ill of it, one simply (will) not (be able to) 
kill it. Just the same as the feelings of one who is disliked, so is the 
feeling of the beaver. And he who never speaks ill of a beaver is very 
much loved by it; in the same way as people often love one another, so 
one is held in the mind of the beaver; particularly lucky then is one at 
killing beavers.5

The Woman Who Married a Beaver carries with it many lessons for the 
listener. It serves, first of all, to prepare young children for the encounters 
they may have with other beings when they engage in fasting or a vision quest. 
This story, as Bruce White has noted, also details the intermediary role that a 
woman can play in her marriage.6 Yet a striking feature of the story is its atten-
tion to the reciprocal relationship that exists between the Anishinaabe and 
the beavers. White says, “Further, it is a basic description of and commentary 
on the cooperative arrangements that many Ojibwa people believed existed 
between different kinds of beings in the world.”7 By living among the beavers, 
the woman learned the importance of Anishinaabe offerings of tobacco 
and gifts to the beavers’ well-being. The exchange of gifts—the beaver’s 
life in exchange for tobacco and housekeeping items—also maintains the 
pleasant and mutually beneficial relationship between the Anishinaabe 
and the beavers. The ongoing success of this relationship depends on the 
Anishinaabe’s practice of returning the bones of the beaver to the water, as 
this allows the beavers to come back to life and return home. The woman 
learned these lessons while she lived with the beavers and passed them on to 
the Anishinaabe when she returned home to her own people.

What is of particular interest is how this relationship and agreement are, 
in many respects, comparable to treaties. I argue that this story recounts the 
forging and functioning of a treaty relationship between the Anishinaabe 
and beavers. A treaty is in place between the Anishinaabe and beavers. The 
beavers offer themselves up to the Anishinaabe as food, and in exchange the 
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Anishinaabe agree to return the bones of the beaver and make offerings so 
that the cycle can continue. Importantly, this treaty is predicated on mutual 
respect between the beavers and the Anishinaabe. The necessity of respect is 
illustrated by the woman’s warnings that the Anishinaabe are never to speak 
ill of the beaver.8 She stated that their relationship to the beaver is like their 
relationship to one another: just as the Anishinaabe love one another, the 
beaver greatly loves those Anishinaabe who speak well of them. Those who 
speak kindly of the beaver will find great success in trapping one. Thus, the 
beavers, in turn, respect the Anishinaabe by greatly loving them and giving 
themselves up to the Anishinaabe for food.

Another key principle in this diplomatic accord between the Anishinaabe 
and beavers is responsibility. Each party has a responsibility to the other: the 
relationship is cooperative and predicated on trust. The Anishinaabe have a 
responsibility to make offerings to the beavers, enabling them to live without 
want.9 They also have a responsibility to return the bones of the beaver back to 
their homes to allow for the beaver’s continuation. In turn, the beavers have 
a responsibility to “visit” the Anishinaabe, giving themselves as food for the 
Anishinaabe, which allows the Anishinaabe to live without want.

Finally, this treaty is founded on the principle of renewal. The Anishinaabe 
and the beaver alike must carry out the principles of respect and responsibility 
for the treaty to remain continually in effect. Each time the Anishinaabe offer 
gifts to the beavers, the beavers in turn offer themselves by allowing their 
physical bodies to be trapped. When their bones are returned to the water, 
this treaty is renewed.

These early treaties between indigenous peoples and the Animal and Star 
nations are perhaps the oldest recorded treaties; they are contained in stories 
that lay out many foundational principles of treaty making. These principles 
would inform Anishinaabe political thought and practice as the Anishinaabe 
negotiated treaties with the United States and Canada and remain pivotal 
to contemporary legal and political struggles that face Native nations. By 
thinking about this story as a treaty, we can more fully understand the values 
and proper behavior necessary for two or more nations to engage in creating 
alliances with one another, a relationship rooted in respect, responsibility, and 
renewal. Robert Williams states, “In American Indian treaty visions of law and 
peace, a treaty itself was a special kind of story: a way of imagining a world of 
human solidarity where we regard others as our relatives.”10 The principles 
of respect, responsibility, and renewal illustrated in this treaty between the 
Anishinaabe and beavers are foundational in Anishinaabe political thought 
and practice. The Anishinaabe utilized these principles in their treaty prac-
tices with the United States and Canada as a means to establish just and 
mutually beneficial relationships.

“OUR HEARTS AND OUR BRAINS ARE LIKE PAPER; WE NEVER 
FORGET”: TREATY COUNCILS AND THE WRITTEN TEXT

The Anishinaabe have long had to reckon with what it means to live in a 
multicultural and multinational world. Beyond recognizing a collective 
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identity, the Anishinaabe comprise distinct, separate bands that span a vast 
geographic region from the Great Lakes to the Plains.11 Historically and 
today, the Anishinaabe are a people who share many beliefs and practices, yet 
individual bands are influenced by their particular histories, geographic loca-
tions, political relationships, and internal conflicts. Long before the arrival of 
Europeans, Anishinaabe nations were participating in social, economic, and 
political alliances that required engagement across national borders, kin ties, 
and epistemologies.12 Nonetheless, as Vine Deloria and Raymond DeMallie 
state, “There has always been a question whether treaty making was a process 
familiar to Indian tribes or whether it was newly introduced by Europeans 
and inadequately understood by the Indians.” But the overarching body of 
evidence shows that treaty making was a long-standing tradition among Native 
peoples. Deloria and DeMallie declare that, “As far back as we can trace the 
practice we find that Indians were quite familiar with diplomatic negotiations 
and had their own forms for making agreements.”13 Indigenous diplomatic 
practices are evident throughout the treaty record as Native peoples brought 
their own understandings of treaty making into the process.14 The use of the 
pipe, exchange of wampum, and practice of gift giving are well-documented 
indigenous political practices that continued into their relations with 
European nations and later the United States and Canada.15

Nell Jessup Newton and colleagues argue that “the initial ‘treaties’ 
between the Americans and the Indian tribes were not written documents, 
but instead were formal diplomatic ceremonies lasting several days and 
marked by the exchange of presents, ceremonial objects, and solemn prom-
ises of friendship.”16 Even in the early formation of the United States, little 
attention was focused on a written agreement.17 Legal scholar Brian Slattery 
similarly finds that, in Canada, “historic treaties were profoundly influenced 
by Indian concepts, procedures and ceremonial and differed in a number of 
ways from treaties typical among European states.” He notes that “normally 
they were oral rather than written agreements. An Indian treaty typically took 
the form of a spoken exchange of proposals and responses, often marked 
by special rituals and usually taking place in several sessions extending over 
a number of days, leading to a firm understanding between the parties on 
certain matters.”18 Although initial treaty making relied heavily on US and 
Canadian adherence to indigenous political protocols with little aim toward a 
written document, these colonial nations were able to formalize this process 
in ways that supported their own shifting political goals and standards.19 
Thus, at the end of the eighteenth century, the shift toward a written treaty, 
first found with the Delaware in 1778, became standard US and British North 
American practice.20

The Anishinaabe did not conceptualize the treaty exclusively as a written 
document. Instead, they understood that the treaty consisted of the entire 
council proceedings coupled with the events preceding its development and 
following its implementation. DeMallie has thoroughly addressed this more 
holistic view of the treaty process in his research on treaty councils. Although 
he specifically focuses on the Dakota, his findings have broader implications 
and can inform our understanding of Anishinaabe treaty practices. DeMallie 
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argues that “for the Indians the council was the traditional way of making 
peace or negotiating with another people.”21 Native peoples had historical 
diplomatic practices of negotiating and working to attain consensus when 
building or maintaining social and political alliances. Therefore, when 
First Nations entered into these practices with European nations, they fully 
understood their purposes. Nonetheless, DeMallie argues, “If the council as a 
diplomatic forum was commonly understood by both whites and Indians, the 
concept of the treaty was not.” He finds that “for plains Indians, the council 
was an end in itself. What was important was the coming together in peace, 
smoking the pipe in common to pledge the truthfulness of all statements 
made, and the exchange of opinions. . . . Thus, from the Indians’ point of 
view, the council was the agreement.”22

Francis Paul Prucha also recognizes this critical distinction, asserting that 
“the meeting itself was the significant event, and for the Indians the exchange 
and acceptance of wampum strings and belts confirmed the decisions at the 
council.”23 The word treaty, while currently understood as a contract between 
two or more nations, historically had an alternate meaning and usage: “a 
‘treaty’ in that sense was the ‘act of negotiating,’ the discussion aimed at 
adjustment of difference or the reading of an agreement, and by exten-
sion the meeting itself at which such negotiations took place.”24 Although 
the United States and Canada may have utilized the term treaty in its varied 
meanings, in time they would see the written document as the final and 
binding agreement.

Alternately, the Anishinaabe understood the entire council deliberations 
as the treaty. US and Canadian treaty commissioners primarily perceived the 
council, gift exchange, and dialogue as a prerequisite to acquiring the desired 
signatures of First Nations leaders. Although these colonial nations were 
frequently interested in extinguishing Indian title by having Native peoples 
sign their name to a treaty, or “touching the pen,” the written document 
rarely represented the vast expressions of indigenous sovereignty, nation-
hood, and land tenure articulated within the council. As DeMallie states, “for 
individual Indian leaders, touching the pen apparently signified that they 
were validating all they had said at a council; in many cases the record of the 
treaty proceedings makes it clear that the Indian leaders did not realize their 
signatures committed them to only those statements written in the treaty.”25

An Anishinaabe leader expressed the importance of oral negotiations to 
the process of treaty making. During the negotiation of Treaty Three, which 
concerned Anishinaabe lands in present-day Ontario with a small portion in 
southeastern Manitoba, this chief stressed to the Crown, “you must remember 
that our hearts and our brains are like paper; we never forget.”26 The commissioners 
were aware of the Anishinaabe’s remarkable ability to remember everything 
said during these negotiations.27 This is reflected in the negotiation records 
when Canadian Treaty Commissioner S. J. Dawson cautioned the other commis-
sioners to use great care in choosing their words. He recalled his experience 
with a Fort Frances Anishinaabe leader who had repeated verbatim everything 
Dawson had stated two years earlier.28 Anishinaabe leader Metawaa’s words at 
the 1833 treaty between the United States and the United Nation of Ojibwe, 
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Ottawa, and Potawatomi echoed the sentiments of the Treaty Three leader. He 
stated, “We have heard the words of our Fathers. They are good and we will 
hearken unto them. They shall abide in our memories.”29 Anishinaabe ability 
to recall the statements made in previous councils shows that they, as DeMallie 
suggests, understood the entire council’s proceedings as constituting the treaty.

This distinction between the council as the treaty in contrast to the 
written document alone has led to various disputes about what was under-
stood by the First Nations as they engaged in treaty making with the United 
States and Canada. The written treaties did not always faithfully reflect the 
terms verbally agreed to by the participating nations. This became evident to 
the First Nations when the government response did not mirror the promises 
made during the negotiations.30 Although the Anishinaabe did not see the 
written document exclusively as the treaty, they gradually became aware of 
its importance to US and Canadian government officials. The Anishinaabe 
responded to the distinction of what constituted the treaty by utilizing the 
written format in conjunction with their long-standing practice of recording 
to memory everything said throughout the council.31

The record surrounding the 1846 treaty between the United Nation of 
Ojibwe, Ottawa, and Potawatomi and the United States demonstrates one way 
that the Anishinaabe responded to colonial preference for a written docu-
ment.32 Superintendent of Indian Affairs Major Thomas H. Harvey had met 
with the Anishinaabe delegations in June 1845 to discuss the prospect of a 
treaty that would enable the United States to remove the United Nation from 
its reservation in western Iowa. The United Nation was dissatisfied with this 
offer. Aware of the importance of the written document for the United States, 
they sent Major Harvey back to Washington with a written “talk” that outlined 
their response. This “talk” focused primarily on the United Nation’s request 
for one million acres of land held by the Kansas Indians, as opposed to the 
lands proposed by the president, as well as their proposal for adjustments to 
the amount and duration of their annuities.

In November 1845, a delegation for the United Nation went to 
Washington to inquire about the president’s response to their written “talk”; 
US treaty commissioners argued that the United Nation had not been invited 
to Washington and asserted that the United Nation had refused to enter into 
a treaty with the president. Anishinaabe leader Obto-gee-shick responded to 
the commissioner’s recitation of their recent treaty negotiations, stating: “We 
have never refused him anything. When Major Harvey came to ask for our 
land we did not refuse, we told him it was the last piece we had to sell—take 
it—there is our price. We gave him a paper—it is all written down. We want 
our great Father’s answer to that paper.”33 The United Nation recognized that 
the United States placed weight on the written document. Therefore, they 
had their requests to the president written down. When the United Nation 
felt that treaty commissioners had misrepresented the events surrounding a 
previous attempt to negotiate a treaty, they again called on this written docu-
ment to assert their interests.

In order to control the tone and direction of the negotiations in 
Washington, the United Nation presented a formal written response to the 
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commissioners.34 They had this response read for them by Richard S. Elliott, 
their former Indian subagent at Council Bluffs, and set up measures to ensure 
that what was stated accurately reflected their words. Obto-gee-shick declared, 
“The answer he is going to give you for us comes from our hearts—the half 
breeds will listen to what he says.”35 Although the United Nation requested 
that Elliott present its written response, it ensured that he accurately repre-
sented their interests by confirming his interpretive statements through 
bilingual “half-breed” Anishinaabe interpreters present at the treaty.36

Though the United Nation left Washington without any resolution, 
commissioners assured the Anishinaabe that US officials would negotiate a 
treaty with the United Nation that summer. Recognizing the importance of 
written documentation for the United States, the United Nation not only 
formally wrote its response to US treaty commissioners, but also asked for 
personal copies of the written treaty. When the negotiations concluded in 
June 1846, Anishinaabe leader Ne-bea-me stated, “You must make us a strong 
paper & a good paper with the name of our great Father to it and give us one 
of them that we may keep it ourselves.”37 Other Native nations also requested 
copies of their written treaties.38

For instance, the Anishinaabe in Lake of the Woods requested a written 
copy of Treaty Three in 1873. They said that they wanted their copy to be 
written on parchment so that the treaty would not be “rubbed off.”39 This 
insistence on a copy that would withstand time was important for Lake of the 
Woods Anishinaabe, who saw their treaties as foundations for a long-standing 
relationship with Canada that carried responsibilities, rights, and privileges 
for both parties. These responsibilities, though not always recorded in their 
entirety, were thought by the Anishinaabe to be included in the written 
agreement. Besides insisting on a copy of the written treaty, an Anishinaabe 
leader at the negotiations for Treaty Three also requested the names of all 
the Canadian officials for accountability purposes. He stated, “I would wish 
to have all your names in writing handed over to us. I would not find it to my 
convenience to have a stranger here to transact our business between me and 
you. It is a white man who does not understand our language that is taking 
it down. I would like a man that understand our language and our ways.”40

The United States and Canada have occasionally attempted to reconcile 
these distinct understandings of treaty making and resolve the issues that 
came out of these different perceptions by creating and relying upon special 
canons of treaty construction by which a document might be interpreted 
and construed.41 Although the United States and Canada have sporadically 
adhered to these canons in court cases, they have sometimes led to favor-
able judicial rulings for First Nation.42 The canons posit three distinguishing 
factors for interpreting Indian treaties: “(1) a cardinal rule in the interpreta-
tion of Indian treaties is that ambiguities in treaty language are to be resolved 
in favor of the Indians; (2) since the wording of treaties was designed to be 
understood by the Indians, who often could not read and were not skilled 
in the technical language often used in treaties, doubtful clauses are to be 
resolved in a nontechnical way, as the Indians would have understood the 
language; and (3) treaties are to be liberally construed to favor Indians.”43 In 
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addition, the reserved rights doctrine, a closely related concept, holds that all 
rights not expressly ceded by a tribe in a treaty are reserved while the abroga-
tion doctrine asserts that Congress’s intent to infringe upon tribal rights must 
be clear and unambiguous.44

The canons of construction, when they are invoked, seemingly work 
in favor of Native interpretations of treaty making, relying on a broader 
examination of the historical record instead of merely the written treaty. 
However, Felix Cohen has pointed out that “although an interpretation of 
a treaty should be made in the light of conditions existing when the treaty 
was executed, as often indicated by its history before and after its making, 
the exact situation which caused the inclusion of a provision is often difficult 
to ascertain.”45 The canons promote and rely upon an examination of the 
historical record to ascertain what Native people intended when they engaged 
in treaties with the United States and Canada. Deloria recognizes the impor-
tance of this historical record: “We can conclude that an Indian treaty, in 
addition to being a formal document either ratified by Congress or unratified 
but nevertheless negotiated in good faith, should include the narratives of 
the negotiations and any prior or subsequent form of negotiation conducted 
according to traditional Indian procedure. By adopting this expanded under-
standing of the Indian treaty, one can illuminate the obscure phrases and 
promises contained in the written document.”46

Journal records surrounding Anishinaabe negotiations with the United 
States and Canada brim with Anishinaabe conceptions of treaty making and 
what these agreements entail. As Deloria observed, “By looking at what the 
Indians said in their formal speeches during negotiations, one can determine 
what the Indians saw as important and what parts of the treaty should be 
taken seriously as a meeting of the minds.”47 Although the historical record 
can shed light on the important aspects of a treaty for First Nations, it can 
also illuminate what First Nations saw as critical principles for building and 
sustaining mutually beneficial relationships with other nations, namely the 
United States and Canada.

“OUR TREATIES WERE MEANT TO LAST FOREVER”: 
THE TREATY AS A LIVING RELATIONSHIP

The treaty process, mirroring long-standing diplomatic practices, was seen 
as a way to develop international alliances with colonial and settler nations.48 
Rebecca Tsosie and Wallace Coffey state that “our ancestors recognized 
themselves as distinctive cultural and political groups, and that was the basis 
of their sovereign authority to reach agreements with each other, with the 
European sovereigns, and then the United States.” They argue that “in each 
of these instances, our Ancestors exercised governmental authority to protect 
their lands, resources, peoples and cultures.”49 Furthermore, they point 
out that indigenous treaty making was primarily focused on the protection 
of land, resources, and peoples. Anishinaabe elder Mervin Huntinghawk 
echoes these sentiments: “our treaties were meant to protect our rights to the 
land and to provide a base for a lasting relationship with the Crown. They 
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represent political arrangements which we gave to the Crown in order to 
regulate how we shared our land and resources in nation-to-nation relations.” 
His statement illustrates how the treaty process was not a novel practice. It 
was a practice “given” to the Crown by the Anishinaabe. Huntinghawk, in his 
discussion of the treaty-making process, connects treaty elements with the 
longer tradition of diplomacy employed by the Anishinaabe in their relations 
with other Native nations.50

Although Huntinghawk’s comments illustrate contemporary perceptions 
among the Anishinaabe, these views of the treaty process provide a retrospec-
tive lens for interpreting the political discourses and practices employed by 
the Anishinaabe in the treaty era. In many cases, the Anishinaabe called on 
their long-standing diplomatic practices to shape and set the tone of the treaty 
negotiations.51 Additionally, Huntinghawk’s comments that “our treaties were 
made to last forever” evidence that the Anishinaabe saw the treaty as having 
forged a living relationship, not merely an agreement fixed on paper.52 This 
living relationship continues to be dependent on the principles of respect, 
responsibility, and renewal.

Throughout the treaty-making process, the Anishinaabe echoed these 
three principles. For example, an Anishinaabe leader from Treaty Three 
discussed the principle of responsibility that is rooted in notions of reci-
procity: “We are the first that were planted here; we would ask you to assist us 
with every kind of implement to use for our benefit, to enable us to perform 
our work; a little of everything and money. We would borrow your cattle; we 
ask you this for our support, I will find whereon to feed them. The waters out 
of which you sometimes take food for yourselves, we will lend you in return.”53 
This leader was asserting Anishinaabe sovereignty as it was connected to their 
placement in North America. Such an assertion established their claim to the 
land. The Anishinaabe leader then made specific requests of the Canadian 
government, offering in return the use of Anishinaabe lands and resources. 
His words demonstrate that the Anishinaabe saw the treaties as vehicles for 
building relationships vested in reciprocal responsibilities. The Canadian 
government would be responsible for aiding the Anishinaabe, and, in turn, 
the Anishinaabe would be responsible for assisting Canada.

Anishinaabe intent for treaty making was often generated by their desire 
to establish relationships with the United States and Canada based on peace 
and friendship. Anishinaabe leaders echoed this sentiment at the negotiations 
surrounding Treaty Three with Canada. One leader stated, “You have come 
before us with a smiling face, you have shown us great charity—you have prom-
ised the good things; you have given us your best compliments and wishes, 
not only for once but for ever.”54 Respect and kindness toward one another 
were critical to establishing treaty relationships. The Anishinaabe leader 
continued, “Let there now for ever be peace and friendship between us.”55

The principles of respect and renewal were interdependent for the 
Anishinaabe of Lake of the Woods. They closed the negotiation councils by 
reminding the commissioner of the lasting effect of the treaty, which entailed 
mutual responsibilities, dependent on continuous renewal. Anishinaabe 
leader Mawedopenais expressed it this way, “and now, in closing this Council, 
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I take off my glove, and in giving you my hand, I deliver over my birth-right 
and lands, and in taking your hand, I hold fast all the promises you have made, 
and I hope they will last as long as the sun goes round and the water flows, 
as you have said.” Mawedopenais emphasized that each nation had a respon-
sibility to the other, with each having acquired rights from the agreement. 
Likewise, Lieutenant-Governor Alexander Morris seemingly recognized the 
responsibility that treaties carried, proclaiming, “I accept your hand and with 
it the lands, and will keep all my promises, in the firm belief that the treaty 
now signed will bind the red man and the white together as friends for ever.”56

Yet treaty promises were not always kept by the United States and Canada.57 
These nations were frequently slow in fulfilling certain aspects of the trea-
ties. The Anishinaabe often petitioned their treaty partners, pressing them 
to uphold the promises and responsibilities they had to one another. The 
United Nation of Ojibwe, Ottawa, and Potawatomi, while negotiating with US 
commissioners in Washington in 1845, expressed their understanding of the 
responsibilities outlined in the treaties. When the United States failed to fulfill 
previous treaty stipulations, the United Nation reminded the United States 
of its responsibility, explicitly stating, “There were two contracting parties to 
that treaty. The United States and ourselves. And it was not a treaty until both 
parties agreed to it. We were told that it could not be altered without the 
consent of both. We have never agreed to alter it.”58

The United Nation continued to assert the importance of previous trea-
ties with the United States, declaring, “This is one of the troubles that has 
brought us here. You now say that our Great Father cannot give us money 
to build our farm houses, and shops where we now are.” The United States 
argued that they could not fulfill their treaty responsibilities to the United 
Nation until the tribe removed. The United Nation, having already been 
removed from the western shore of Lake Michigan to their current location 
in Iowa and Missouri, was frustrated with US attempts to remove them again 
with Potawatomi bands to Kansas.59 They continued, “But the treaty calls for 
these things and he [the president of the United States] said when we saw him 
that all the stipulations of the treaty should be fulfilled.”60

The United Nation of Ojibwe, Ottawa, and Potawatomi summarized the 
distinct understanding of treaty making maintained by these three separate 
polities when it stated, “We wished to act up to our treaties: but it seems he 
has changed his mind, since the last great treaty was made. Now he wants us to 
remove: and because we will not go to a country where we cannot live; because 
we will not give him our last tract of land for six cents an acre; we will not 
make ourselves still poorer forever than we now are, you say, he thinks we are 
not wise.”61 When the United States and Canada did not adhere to their treaty 
promises, the Anishinaabe often expressed the three principles of respect, 
responsibility, and renewal as a means to reorientate their relationship with 
the United States and Canada.

An Anishinaabe leader at the Treaty Three negotiations perhaps best 
expressed the importance of treaty making for the Anishinaabe when he 
stated, “We would not wish that anyone should smile at our affairs, as we 
think our country is a large matter to us.”62 He pushed for Lieutenant-Governor 
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Morris to agree to the terms set out by the Anishinaabe. Morris’s response 
is quite telling. It shows how Canadian treaty commissioners understood 
treaty making in relation to the Anishinaabe. Morris responded, “I quite 
agree that this is no matter to smile at. I think that the decision of to-day is 
one that affects yourselves and your children after.”63 Although these deci-
sions did affect the Anishinaabe and their children, these commitments 
also affected the Canadian government and its citizens. This agreement 
carried responsibilities for both sides, a point that Morris did not seem to 
reflect upon. The responsibilities the Canadian government had toward the 
Anishinaabe did not cease with a signature on paper and the payment of 
treaty annuities. The Anishinaabe, recognizing that treaties would affect their 
people for generations, understood that these relationships would need to be 
renewed continuously.

The Anishinaabe, in their treaties with the United States, also expressed 
the importance of these agreements for the future of their nations. For 
example, Mississippi Band of Anishinaabe leader Hole-in-the-Day (the 
younger), in a conference with Minnesota Governor Alexander Ramsey in 
October 1863, stated, “What we speak of to-day are subjects of the greatest 
importance to us; they are matters of life and death to us.”64 Hole-in-the-Day 
and his people, distraught by the paltry terms of the 1863 treaty signed in 
Washington, recognized that this treaty would have lasting ramifications for 
his people. He stated, “When we look at the treaty, we have only about a 
stone’s [?] that is good for anything, and we see no way of bettering ourselves.” 
Hole-in-the-Day was so troubled by what this treaty would entail for his people 
that he declared, “I am willing to sacrifice myself for my band, and die for 
them.”65 Building a relationship vested in Anishinaabe treaty principles was a 
way for the Anishinaabe to ensure their survival in a rapidly changing world.

Treaties were clearly not static agreements from an Anishinaabe perspec-
tive but were contingent on each nation meeting the obligations they carried. 
These commitments necessitated a constant renewal of friendship and peace 
through their fulfillment. Anishinaabe nations, when entering into a treaty 
with the United States and Canada, frequently built upon their previous 
agreements. For example, when the United States sought to negotiate an 
additional treaty with the United Nation of Ojibwe, Ottawa, and Potawatomi 
in 1846, they were reminded that their previous responsibilities would not be 
nullified by the success or failure of reaching a new agreement. The United 
Nation, in its written response, stated, “We have not come here because we 
wanted to sell our Country: but we have met you because our Great Father 
has been asking us for it for years. We have named our price, and we have 
no other price. If our Great Father is pleased it is well; if not, our women 
and children will feel glad, and, therefore, will be happy. They do not want 
to remove.”66

The United Nation, though quite reluctant to remove, recognized that 
their survival in an ever-changing multinational terrain was dependent on 
their ability to establish and maintain a peaceful relationship with the United 
States. However, they were only willing to negotiate a new treaty that would 
entail their removal if certain stipulations they put forward were met. They 
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continued their speech by declaring that “Our Great Father has been knocking 
at the door of our wigwams for six years. We have opened the door. If he does 
not come in we will close it and we do not want him to knock again.”67

The United Nation was willing to engage in a relationship with the 
United States but held fast to its own demands. If a new treaty was not to 
be concluded, the United Nation reminded the commissioners that their 
previous treaties needed to be fulfilled, stating, “But if our Great Father does 
not want to make a treaty, on our terms, we hope he will see that all our old 
business is arranged.”68 The United Nation used this moment to remind the 
commissioners that they came to the president not to sell additional lands but 
to express the need for him to fulfill their previous treaty stipulations. They 
carefully noted that the inability of reaching a new agreement did not void 
previous agreements.

Anishinaabe leader Ma-ghe-ga-bo also expressed the principle of renewal 
at the 1837 treaty negotiations with the United States by stating, “If you 
offer us money and goods we will take both. You see me count upon my 
fingers (counting six)[.] Every finger counts ten. For so many years we wish 
you to secure to us the payment of an annuity. At the end of that time our 
grandchildren, who will have grown up, can speak to you for themselves.”69 
Ma-ghe-ga-bo’s words demonstrate that this agreement, within Anishinaabe 
understandings of treaty making, did not exclusively depend on the stipula-
tions the Anishinaabe put forward at that time. This treaty would need to be 
revisited in sixty years for Ma-ghe-ga-bo’s grandchildren to be able to speak 
for themselves.

Treaties created relationships among nations. They established rela-
tionships of trust. That trust did not end with the completion of a written 
document; it merely began with it. However, it was the responsibility of all 
parties involved to maintain the relationships established through treaty 
making. The sustainability of these agreements was dependent upon each 
nation adhering to the principles of respect, responsibility, and renewal.

CONCLUSION: CONTEMPORARY APPLICATIONS 
OF ANISHINAABE TREATY PRINCIPLES

The story of The Woman Who Married a Beaver illustrates Anishinaabe principles 
of respect, responsibility, and renewal that are critical in treaty making. The 
Anishinaabe expressed these principles when they negotiated treaties with the 
United States and Canada. Treaty making was contingent upon trust. Williams 
has asserted, “By recognizing the central principle of Encounter era Indian 
diplomacy that a treaty is a relationship of trust, we begin the complex process 
of rendering a more complete accounting of the importance of Indian ideas 
and values in protecting Indian rights under U.S. law.”

The canons of construction have created a path for a reorientation of 
federal Indian law by providing an interpretive framework for the courts to 
expand their interpretations of First Nations’ treaty rights. Nonetheless, today 
federal Indian law in the United States and Canada is primarily rooted in the 
trust or fiduciary relationship. David Wilkins and K. Tsianina Lomawaima, 
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in their examination of the trust doctrine, note that “common to many, but 
not all, definitions of ‘trust’ is the notion of federal responsibility to protect or 
enhance tribal assets (including fiscal, natural, human, and cultural resources) 
through policy decisions and management actions.”70 Although the trust 
doctrine is critical to the field of federal Indian law and had its inception in 
treaty making, the courts have not considered Anishinaabe conceptions of 
trust, as defined in their treaty relations.

Williams states, “The trust doctrine was not the exclusive by-product of 
the Western legal tradition brought to North America from the Old World. 
This central protective principle of Indian tribal rights under our law has 
deep roots in Encounter era Indian visions of law and peace.”71 Therefore, 
an understanding of the parameters and applications of the trust relationship 
should require an incorporation of Native peoples’ understanding of this 
important political relationship when it came into existence during the treaty 
era. Williams’s perspective is corroborated by Tsosie and Coffey, who state 
that “the ‘trust doctrine’ should reflect our Ancestors’ understanding of their 
relationship to the United States government, including their commitment 
to having their separate political existence affirmed by the United States, 
and their belief that the treaties entailed a series of moral duties between two 
groups that pledge to live in peace with one another and act in good faith.”72 
The trust relationship was initially born out of this pledge to live in peace and 
act in good faith.

Throughout their treaty negotiations with the United States and Canada, 
the Anishinaabe articulated a notion of trust that infused Anishinaabe treaty 
principles. An understanding of Anishinaabe interpretations of treaty making, 
grounded in the three principles of respect, responsibility, and renewal, can 
shed light on how trust can be put into practice. A return to and recognition 
of these three foundational principles can provide new directions for federal 
Indian law that has often constrained indigenous peoples’ rights and left 
them with an ever-shifting status.73

The Woman Who Married a Beaver is a powerful story of transformation that 
sheds light on how the Anishinaabe understood treaty making. The young 
girl is literally transformed into a beaver. Through this change, she learns 
how important the principles of respect, responsibility, and renewal are for 
a healthy and beneficial relationship to continue between the Anishinaabe 
and the beavers. She brought these lessons back to the Anishinaabe when 
she returned to her people. These principles were and remain foundational 
to the development and sustainability of mutually beneficial relationships. 
Treaty making was about making relationships. They were not mere agree-
ments that ceded one thing in exchange for another. Treaties bound nations 
to one another. They carried commitments that did not end with the 
exchange of land for annuities. These agreements connected people. Treaties 
were a vision for what a multinational society could entail.

The treaty record demonstrates that Anishinaabe understandings of the 
trust relationship were built upon their foundational treaty principles of 
respect, responsibility, and renewal. Although these principles were primarily 
the ideal and were not always the practice, Anishinaabe often saw treaty 
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making as the way to build relationships that worked toward this ideal. In 
1873, an Anishinaabe leader in the negotiations for Treaty Three said to 
Canadian Treaty Commissioner Alexander Morris, “If you give what I ask, the 
time may come when I will ask you to lend me one of your daughters and one 
of your sons to live with us; and in return I will lend you one of my daughters 
and one of my sons for you to teach what is good, and after they have learned, 
to teach us.”74

This notion of intertwining families and teachings, of creating shared 
relationships, echoed time and again by Anishinaabeg in their treaty relation-
ships, can shed light on how various nations can come together to develop 
long-lasting relationships based on the principles of respect, responsibility, 
and renewal. These relationships today are often carried out through federal 
Indian law as Native nations call on the United States and Canada to reaffirm 
their treaty commitments with First Nations and to continue or revive the 
treaty process, commitments that carry a relationship of trust. Perhaps this 
story of the woman who married a beaver can shed light for what a relation-
ship based on trust can look like in practice.
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